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To my sweet law school friends: 
Welcome to another year on our legal 
journeys! I hope you had a summer that was at 
once productive and relaxing. 
When asked which topic I wanted to 
write about, I'll admit it took me some time to 
ponder it. I tried to consider the things students 
have talked about with me and what we could 
most realistically accomplish as a (really large) 
team. One of the things the class of 2016 
mentioned most frequently was that they really 
wanted to get to know the upperclassmen 
earlier. That seemed doable. 
There's a certain sense of difficulty 
about this challenge, as we don't have classes 
together, and there's a general sense that 
law school schedules are hecfi.c. But there 
· are always solutions. Fortunately, we have 
a wonderful mentor program that partners 
1 LS with upperclassmen, and I definitely 
encourage the class of 2017 to take advantage 
of that opportunity. Beyond that, though, the 
best way to meet the upperclassmen is to 
continue to network. (Bonus points if you use 
the networking advice found in this editipn 
of Motions.) Continue going to events hosted 
by the school. .lJpperclassmen: keep tracking 
d,own outlines for the 1 Ls you take under your 
wing! 
Continuing our strong USD community 
is predicated on these sorts of relationships. I 
was fortunate to meet with the Alumni Board at 
the beginning of the summer and am so ·excited 
for the great things they have planned for the 
year. They're working hard to ensure we have 
a good alumni attendance at events, and I want 
to remind everyone to reach out to our alums 
at these mixers and meetings. Our law school 
experience may be just three short years, but 
we'll .be working together in the San Diego 
legal community and.beyond for the rest of 
our careers. In these sorts of events, we have 
the opportunity to really engage with alums. 
We get the opportunity to find our own career 
mentors. 
_ I'd like to end this letter with a· 
challenge: meet three new students today. It 
doesn't matter if they're in your year, or are 
older or younger. If you're struggling to meet 
your three, I recommend using any of the Five 
F'n Ways to Start a Conversation: ask about 
family/friends, favorites, firsts, future, or fun. 
It's an easy way to ask an open ended question 
(and you can blame me if it doesn't work). 
Drop me a line some time- I have to 
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Keeping Perspective 
SurVival in the midst -of Stress, Substance 
Abuse, and Suicide 
By Brody Burns, Senior Editor 
It should come as little shock that 
law school and the subsequent pursuit 
of work as a lawyer are both incredibly 
stressful undertakings. According to the 
American Bar Association, "lawyers are 
particularly susceptible to stress-related 
illnesses because of the unique interplay of 
the legal profession and lawyer personality." 
For lawyers, stress is a byproduct of both 
nature and nurture. The adversarial setting, 
competitive atmosphere, impending 
deadlines, long hours, and sheer pressure 
are but some of the factors that add to a 
personality pre-disposed to high levels of 
stress. While a c·ertain level of stress is 
expected in the legal profession, the overall 
amount of stress witnessed in law school is 
frightful. The legal profession is rife with 
mental health issues including depression, 
anxiety, panic attacks, suicide, and substance · 
abuse. All of this is due, in part, to the 
pernicic;ms amount of stress. The statistics 
are staggering. 
Researchers have found that lawyers are · 
the most depressed occupation· in the 
country and are 3.6 times more likely to 
suffer from depression than the rest of the 
employed population. Researchers have 
also found that lawyers are fourth on the list 
of professions most prone to suicide, with 
a "death rate by suicide among lawyers .. . 
_ six times the suicide rate of the general 
population." Further, researchers _have 
documented staggering rates of alcoholism 
and substan~e abuse in the legal profession, 
where abuse and addiction are nearly twice 
as prevalent in lawyers as in the general 
population. Finally, according to a job 
. survey performed by CareerBiiss.com, 
an associate attorney was found to be the. 
nation's unhappiest profession. 
The mental health epidemic of the 
"depressed lawyer" is becoming a 
highly researched and well-documented 
phenomenon. One of the principal causes 
of this depressed state is the overall law-
school experience. Not only do "the 
negative effects of law school process 
continue to afflict many of us who have 
·survived law school" but "a law student's 
development of various psychological 
and/or alcohol/drug abuse symptoms 
appears to be the establishment of long-
term dysfunctional patterns of behavior." 
These patterns of behavior continue 
to torture lawyers well.into their legal 
professions, as law school can serve as a 
breeding ground for the highly-stressed 
and depressed lawyer. The patterns and 
reactions to the stress of law school can 
become engr;:iined, habitual reactions for. 
lawyers. 
Recent research has found that 
the stress of law school can also have 
devastating effects on the brain. Debra 
S. Austin, PhD, JD, has researched 
extensively oil the stressful law school 
environment and how it impacts 
Continued on Page_ 5. 
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Whether you are new here and need to 
learn the ropes or you are a returning law 
student who needs a reminder of how good 
we have it, here is a list of the top ten things 
to do, places to see, and events to attend 
as a student at the University of San Diego 
School of Law. 
Bv Kellv Smith 
One. The Thursday Night Graduate School 
Softball League. Let's be honest; it might as 
well be called the law league because law 
school teams are the only real contenders in 
this softball league. Nothing beats playing 
America's favorite pastime with your friends 
before or after a few beers at Peabody's. Be 
prepared for some good-natured smack talk, 
bad undergraduate umpires, ~d curious 
looks from the general public if you are 
out in your team's jersey. If you do nothing 
else, get a team together, get a colorful 
team name, and get ready for a good time at 
Thursday night intermliral softball games. 
Two. The Monthly Dean's Mixers. Once a 
month, the Dean hosts a mixer in the law 
school courtyard. The mixers are usually 
scheduled to start right after 1 L classes 
get out for the day. Don't miss a chance 
to catch up with your classmates, faculty, 
administrators, and the Dean hiinself. Did 
I mention the refreshments? Besides an 
!idult beverage station, you' ll find delicious 
buffets. Shout-out to the mini donut 
machine! 
Three. The Faculty Auction. This is a one-
of-a-kind event! During spring semester, 
the Women's Law Caucus puts on a faculty 
auction. Watch your classmates get into 
bidding wars for fun events such as poker 
parties, rounds of golf, scotch and cigar 
nights, wine tastings, personal training 
sessions, brunches, 'bowling nights, 
hikes, dinners, and game nights. There is 
something for every law student. You don't 
want to miss the opportunity to attend fun 
events hosted by your favorite law school 
professors and administrators. Did I mention 
it is also for a good cause? All money raised 
goes to charity. 
Auaust 2014 
Four. Beach Volleyball at South Mission Beaph. 
Legend has it, every Friday after Legal Research 
& Writing class, a really cool group of IL law 
students would play beach volleyball at South 
Mission Beach. The .volleyball technique 
wasn't always pretty and the rules were usually 
questionable. However, it was the perfect way to 
blow off steam and have a good time after a long 
week of classes. Take advantage of the fact that 
we go to law school in one of the most beautiful 
cities in the country, get outside, and play some 
beach volleyball. 
Five. Professors ' Office Hours. The USD School 
of Law faculty is comprised of world-class 
scholars who are experts in their chosen fields. 
After law school, you will never again have .. 
the luxury of getting free, expert advice from 
a legal genius. You probably ignored advice to 
attend office hours while in college, but you 
should make it a habit of going to office hours 
~n law school. First, law school is harder than 
·college. Second, the professors are generally very 
welcoming, helpful people. They can clarify how 
to calculate expectation damages or give you 
. wise career advice. Think of it this way: if your 
professor had remained a partner at a fancy law 
firm,.-they'd be charging you $500 for that advice. 
Six. All Events Thrown by Graduate Student 
Council. The Graduate Student Council (GSC) 
gets major kudos for consistently throwing the 
best events year-round. Every year, the GSC 
puts on a "Padres in the Park" night where all 
USD graduate students can buy cheap tickets to 
a Padres game. This is not just any Padres game. 
The ticket gives you exclusive access to the · 
Western Metal Building terrace in Padres Park 
and unlimited hot dogs and beer. Last year, the 
GSC put on a free wine and painting night for 
the first .time. The GSC also has bi-weekly free 
bagel Wednesdays. Basically, the GSC is there to 
make your lives as law students happier and more 
fun. Even if you cannot make the events, you 
can always kick back in the Graduate and Law 
Student Commons (GLC) in Student Life Pavilion 
room 401 and drink free coffee. 
Seven. Bar Reviews. Every Friday, USD Law's 
Student Bar Association sponsors a Bar Review 
to, of course, review different bars around San 
Diego. These events provide a ~n opportunity 
to check out different venues around the city and 
get to know your classmates in a less academic 
setting. You stay classy, San Diego. 
Eight. Barrister's Ball. During second semester, 
come bust a move at the annual Barrister's Ball, 
a.k.a. law school prom. Last year, the event took 
place at an incredible venue, the_Air and Space 
Museum in Balboa Park. USD law students 
enjoyed viewing the museum's exhibits and, of 
Continued on Page 5. 
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When I came to law school, it was 
in the midst of never-ending horror stories 
about the plummeting legal job market and · 
a very real concern that I would never get 
hired. In law, careers are built upon reputation. 
So as a newcomer with no one to vouch 
for my general awesomeness, I think my 
fears were relatively valid. When speaking 
to employed individuals it seemed as if the 
story was always "Well, I knew so-and-so 
who recommended me to such-and-such and 
I got the job." That game plan is great if you 
know someone, anyone, in the legal field. I, 
however, knew no such person_. So I pounded 
sand, figuratively speaking, shook hands, took 
business cards, wrote emails, and a variety of 
other things until I not only knew that person 
but became that person. In the spirit of not 
reinventing the wheel my hard and fast tips for 
networking follow. Because an employed law 
student (in terms of how bearable you are to 
share a classroom with) is a better law student. 
TIP # 1 The first tip is the inost obvious. 
Fact: the school will host networking mixers 
throughout the year. Fact: you should go 
to these. You should make the rounds, 
shake hands, get cards, and follow up. 
But realistically, those mixers are simply 
professiot).al speed-dating. Occasionally, 
someone finds his or her perfect match speed-
dating; good for those people. But for mcrst 
people, it is more an opportunity ·to practice 
not being awkward than anything else. If you 
want a job, then you want real connections, 
and you should go places with real attorneys. 
Preferably where you are not just another 
law student in a crowd of law students. 
Employable people sta:p.d out. It is easier to 
stand out when you are not in a crowd of 
relatively identical students. Go places like the 
County Bar Association events and Continuing 
Legal Education seminars (aka CLEs ). CLEs 
are exceptionally efficient because they 
usually ·allow you to meet several attorneys 
who practice in a particular area. Choose the 
CLE that interests you and you might find 
yourself surrounded by like-minded potential 
employers. That is step one. 
TIP #2 So you made it to one of these 
events, good, now step two so to speak, is 
to find the oldest person ip. the room. Why? 
Because the oldest person in the room already 
knows everyone else, which means that guy 
or gal can point you in the righf direction, 
the efficient direction. And speaking from 
, 
experience, that person is, for whatever reason, 
usually the most likely to be impressed by 
your presence at one of these events. So when 
you need someone to vouch for you come 
introduction and card swapping.time, they are 
generally ready to step up even if they have 
never met you before. If they are still running in 
these circles they are probably well-respected, 
which means that their vouching for you is that 
much more valuable. I happened, accidentally, 
upon a former president ·of the SDCBA at a 
holiday party once simply because he was 
the oldest guy there and the seemingly least 
intimidating. I told him my p light ("I am a law 
student, here by myself, and· I know·no one" 
cue sad face). He said "stick with me." Lo and 
behold, everyone sought him out to chat before 
they left and I never ha.d to migrate awkwardly . 
from group to group. He introduced me as some 
enterprising law student with the proverbial 
cajones to show up alone and vouched for 
me. I got my first legal job that nig~t and the 
recommendation from this relative strang·er was 
no small pa:rt of that. · 
TIP #3 Speaking of cards and the swapping 
thereof, have some! Talk about making a good 
impression; go to Career and .Professional 
Development (Warren Hall room 113) and get 
some business cards. The school has a program 
that provides good quality; professional business 
cards that you can be proud of and, here is 
the best part, they are free. Yeah, free . Many 
attorneys I know consider this an informal test: 
_can we swap business cards? Which should be 
read as: how business-savvy are you? Pass that 
test. It may very well be one of the easiest you 
have in all of law school. , 
TIP #4 Another obvious one for you, follow 
up everything with an email. If they seem less 
tech-savvy, consider handwriting a follow-
up note and sending it to their office by good 
old-fashioned snail mail. If you go that route, 
consider calling the office a week later or so 
to confirm with th~ secretary that your letter 
did in fact arrive, If it did not make it for some 
reason, you can fix the situation. Weirdly, it will 
probably build you up as well. Imagine: 
The secretary tells the attorney, "I think a law 
student you met is sending a thank you card. " 
"Wow, that is awfully nice of them, you 
remember who?" 
"Ummm, so-and-so from USD. " 
"Oh yeah, I remember that p erson. " 
That conversation make~ you look good; the 
thought of you gets put on a _back burner with 
positive overtones. You just went from non-
existent to back burner, which is actually a huge 
promotion. 
TIP #5 Remember: nine times out often, it 
is not about meeting that one person who does 
your dream job. It is about meeting the man, 
who knows the woman, who used to share an 
office with the person who does your dream job. 
Networking is about connections, relationships, 
- and patience. Especially if you plan on staying 
in San Diego, it is a small community and the 
August 2014 
Kevin Bacon game comes full circle fairly 
quick. It is also worth noting that there are 
some characters in the San Diego legal scene 
that it is worth making a connection with . 
simply because. they are the· hub, the name, the 
legend. Find those people and pay your dues, 
let those people put you in the right place at . 
the right time. 
TIP #6 Remember that potential employers 
are people too. And so should you be. If you 
are only capable of talking shop, you are at 
a distinct disadvantage. I 'm not saying.you 
should pry into their personal lives (in fact, 
while we are on the topic, please do not 
do that) but if they mention they spent the 
weekend wine tasting or standup paddle-
boarding or, you know, something human, you 
might corisider (a) trying to remember that 
because it is sure to come in handy sometime 
and (b) strike up a conversation about that. 
If you are interested in the same thing and 
can speak engagingly about it, then you give 
that potential employer an opportunity to 
remember that law students are people too, 
especially you. Hint: people are inherently 
more employable than non-people. Also, the 
cnix of the matter is that hiring frequently 
comes down to who you are willing to share 
an office space with, think about that when 
you are making your connections. Would you 
want to work with the person who only racked 
you with (what are likely mundane) questions 
about your day job? No, fun fact: neither does 
anyone else; so do not be that person. 
TIP #7 At the risk of being redund~t, this 
point bears repeating: hiring is about voluntary 
proximity. The all-important question is 
always: do you want this person around 
the office with us? Sure, your grades are 
important. Your legal interests are important 
too. But nothing trumps "I just can't bear the 
thought of sharing an office with so-and-so all 
day." Partners say this and, lo and behold, so-
and-so does not get a job offer. Associates say 
this ·and; lo and behold, so-and-so does not get 
a job offer. Friends and co-workers who do not 
.even work in the office you are .interviewing at 
say this and, lo and behold, so-and-so does not 
get a job offer. Be someone people can stand 
sharing an office with. 
TIP #8 And remember, your first job is 
very unlikely to be your last job. Take it for · 
what it is worth: an opportunity to build your 
reputation as a stand-up, hard-working, clever, 
and not entirely unbearable sort of person. 
Attorneys used to be law students, they know 
that if they hire you they will inevitably spend 
a good deal oftime teaching you the job 
because (true story moment coming up) law 
school does not teach you much in the way 
of your day-to-day work. It offers you tools, 
hopefully it t~aches you thought processes, 
valid logic progressions, and communication 
skills. Rarely, if ever, does it teach you the 
kind of law that you need to run a ·practice. 
Law students seem to default to an "I-know-
everything-and-am-willing-to-argue-with-you-
about-it-despite-knowing-nothing-about-it" 
attitude. Lose that. Lose that as quickly as 
physically and emotionally possible. I know it 
served you well in undergrad and at the family 
dinner table but you are in law now and one 
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.3L Advice for the Law 
School Initiate 
By Timothy Hanna, Associate Editor 
I received a lot of advice in the months leading 
up to law school, from lawyers, other law 
students, frie~ds, and family. I was nervous and 
I was me, so I forgot or ignored most of it. One 
piece of advice slipped through that net and 
stuck with me though. It strikes the truth with 
such simplicity that it has proven impossible to 
forget. "Take the law seriously, but never. take 
yourself seriously." 
My father told me that on my way to 
my first law school class. I'm not sure I fully 
understood it at the time. For that matter, I'm 
not sure I fully understand it now. "In essence 
it's a reminder to never lose perspective. It's 
amazing hQw simple it is to forget the reasons 
you decided to study law, or the purpose 
behind the mountain of work and stressful days 
ahead. The most important thing you can do 
going into law school is to remember why you 
went in the first place and don't forget to laugh. 
I'll begin with a story not really about 
law school but about the career search. If 
one thing you get used to in law school it's 
the interview process. The weekend before 
I started my 2L year I had the opportunity 
to officiate my sister's wedding. About 120 
of us flew over to Kauai and had a beautiful 
ceremony underneath a baobab tree in a 
botanical garden just outside Poipu. If there 
is a paradise on earth, that might be it. ~ spent 
the flight home prepping for the ten plus 
interviews I had scheduled for the following 
week. I planned to hit the pavement hard 
looking for a spring internship, and my 
first interview was the next inoming. The 
intef\'.iewer made the mistake of asking how 
I spent my Labor Day weekend. There I sat 
freshly tanned, probably still smelling of salt 
water and hibiscus, and I had just finished 
playing minister for my sister's wedding. I 
thought to myself, this story will knock her 
socks off. In arrogance I thought the ]ob was 
in the bag. I smiled at the interviewer and said, 
"I had a wonderful weekend, I married my 
sister." The interviewer's jaw dropped so far 
it hit the floor and bounced. It took me longer 
than it should have to connect that what to me 
sounded like a honored role joining my sister 
in holy matrimony to my now brother-in-law, 
to her sounded like the festivities of a Clampett 
family reunion. Instead of talking about my 
credentials for the job, one for which I was 
particularly well qualified, I spent the interview 
explaining why as a: potential candidate I 
wasn't at risk of being indicted for incest. 
Needless to say, I didn't get the job. 
I mention this story because I have:n 't 
had a bad interview since. Sure some have 
been better than others, put mostly interviews 
no longer cause stress. Once you've had one 
go that bad, everything else seems like a walk 
in the park. I was trying to shbw off in that 
interview. I was trying to win the interviewer 
over with something that didn't relate to my 
legal abilities or why I would be a good fit 
for their organization. It was a cheap bid to 
win points and it failed in the way cheap 
bids usually do, miserably. I learned a lesson 
that day, that the best (and in my opinion the 
only way) to win is by demonstrating your true 
talents, your work ethic, and your intelligence. 
The other lesson I learned· is to laugh. I could 
have laughed at myself in that interview, 
recovered, and probably still gotten the job;· but 
instead I felt like I'd lost before I began. 
In law school you'll make mistakes; 
you'll give the wrong answer to questions in 
class, cite the wrong case, make a bad argument . -
on an exam, or say something totally ridiculous 
in an interview. That's not a maybe, .but a 
definite. You are human and law school can 
be difficult. It's an unavoidable trait of human · 
riature that when humans attempt a difficult task 
for the first time they make mistakes. The trick is 
to learn from your mistakes, have a good laugh at 
yourself, and move on, .to repeat the process all 
over again. That's how you learn. That's how you 
grow. Winston Churchill once said, "Success is 
moving from one failure to another with no loss 
of enthusiasm." Now I won't lie, e~thusiasm 
isn't always ~nough. Success requires using that 
enthusiasm to fuel hard work and dedication. 
Remember, you define the terms of your success. 
Whether it's a job, a lifestyle, a family, whatever 
it may be, only you can determine what your 
goals should be. 
But if you 3:.fe open to suggestions, try 
. "Learn as much about law as you possibly can." 
We enter law school for a varieo/ of reasons. 
Some with a particular job in mind, while some 
have_less concrete goals, be it changing the 
world or changing the size of a bank account. 
Regardless of why you're here, we 3:ll had real 
reasons for committing three years and a great 
deal of our future financial earnings. If your 
aspirations are for a .particular career path, 
remember you learn about it in law school, at 
least not directly. In law.school,- you'll study 
mo<;lel rules, restatements~ and cases from a lot 
of different jurisdictions, a lot of which is not 
California law: Practice is different; -you'll be 
using the laws of your jurisdiction. Although 
many, if not most of us, will stay in California, 
there will be members of your class who practice 
international law, move to different states to 
establish thefnselves, or practice federal rather 
than state law. As a Californian it's easy to 
forget, but there's there are 49 other states out 
there, and outside of the U.S. there are 194 
other nations, 195 if you count Taiwan (though 
the US doesn't). All of those have their own 
laws, customs, and practices. Though there are 
similarities m areas of law, there are also huge 
differences. A law school simply cannot teach 
you the intricacies of every jurisdiction and 
area of law, let alone the intricacies of even ont'.. 
of these areas. I don't say this to overwhelm 
you but to show you the incredible vastness 
of the world you are about to enter. You 
could spend every day of the rest of your life 
studying and still not know everything there is 
to know about the property laws of California. 
Although Mr. fyiiller and Mr. Starr might. 
disagree, to me that is a wonderful thing. ~aw 
is a living organism and with every appellate 
decision and every argument, it grows, it 
evolves. As a lawyer it will be your job to 
study this world, not unlike. a biologist, you 
must be able to mark its· progress and the most 
successful of you will predict how it will flow 
and change. 
To me, the point of law school does 
indeed prepare you for a legal career. Although 
you don't learn the law in substance, you will 
learn a new way of thinking, a new way of 
problem solving and a new perspective of the 
world. You will leave prepared to handle any 
area of law because when P,resented with a 
controversy YQU will know now to spot the 
issues, analyze these issues and present a legal 
argument, hopefully convincing a judge, jury, 
or client that your understanding of.the law is . 
the correct one. I hope that when you finish law 
school you are secure in the knowledge that 
you can tackle ·a.ny obstacle that you face, in · 
the career of your choosing. 
I hope that your study of law gives you 
but a taste of the· endless learning that the study 
and practice of law offers. I fervently hope 
your study creates an insatiable hunger for 
knowledge. I hope you never stop learning and 
never stop growing. I hope you never shrug 
away an opportunity to see the world a little 
more fully, a little more clearly. Never shrug 
away the study of an area of law, even if you 
have no interest in practicing that· subject. I 
cannot tell you how often I find some doctrine 
in one area of° practice that has giver{ ~ey 
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USD Law Top Ten 
Cantinued ... 
course, tearing up the dance floor. Put on your 
party shoes because USD law students know 
how to get down. 
Nine. Craft Breweries. San Diego is famous 
for its craft beer scene. In fact, there's even 
such a thing as a craft beer attom.ey in San 
Diego. San Diego county is home to over · 
150 craft breweries and brewpubs. The city 
even designates one week in November as 
San Diego Beer Week. Ballast Point, Stone 
Brewery, and Bottlecraft Beer Shop are only a 
few of the excellent choices San Diego has to 
offer. Suggestion: these are great spots to visit 
for an after-finals celebration. 
Ten. San Diego Farmers Markets. San Diego 
has farmers markets going on every day of the 
week. The Little Italy, La Jolla, and Hillcrest 
farmers markets are amongst the most popular 
· venues. Most of the markets take place on 
Saturday and Sunday giving you a chance to· 
stock up on seasonal healthy food before the 
new week starts. The La Jolla farmers market 
is worth checking out for the organic, non-fat 
Greek yogurt alone. Many of the stands sell 
produce grown locally in Fallbrook, so buying 
groceries there is a great way to support local 
farmers. In addition to groceries, the markets 
also have food vendors selling wide varieties 
of delicious ready-to-eat food. 
USD law students have a fot going on, but 
there is so much more to see than the inside of 
the law library. The three years of law school 
go by fast, so take advantage of these events 
and opportunities while you can. Schedule 
some fun into your busy life and do_ not mis.s 





neU.roscience and brain cell development. 
In her article titled."Killing Th~m Softly: 
·Neuroscience Reve&ls How Brain Cells Die 
- from Law School Stress and How Neural 
Self-Hacking Can Optimize Cognitive 
Performance" which appeared in Loyola Law 
Review, she made some shocking discoveries. 
According to Austin "the stresses 
facing law students and lawyers result in 
a significant decline in their well-being, 
including anxiety, panic attacks, depression,. 
substance abuse and suicide. Neuroscience 
now shows that this level of stress also 
diminishes cognitive capacity. The intricate 
workings of the brain, the ways in which 
memories become part of a lawyer's body of 
knowledge, and the impact of emotion on this · 
process indicate that stress can weaken or kill 
brain cells needed for cognition." Put more 
succinctly, the -law school education process 
and the overall stress from this environment 
can actually kill brain cells. In a shocking bit 
of irony, law school may actually be killing 
brain cells. 
Austin also made the following 
conclusions; "Neuroscience shows that the 
aggregate educative effects of training to 
become· a lawyer under chronically stressful 
conditions may undermine the efforts of legal 
educators by weakening the learning capacities 
of law students." Austin also documented 
a direct correlation betWeen the reaction of 
stress in the law school environment to that of 
anxiety and depression in the legal comm.unity 
as a whole: 
One of the more prevalent myths about 
law school is that it all eases up after the first 
year. Studies suggest otherwise, "according to 
studies conducted.by Dr. Andrew Benjamin, 
in the 1980s and 1990s, depression among 
law students approximated that of the general 
population before law school (about 9-10%). 
However, it rose to 32% by the end of the first 
year of law school, and rocketed to an amazing 
40% by the third year, never to return to pre-
law school levels." 
The old adage about law school is that 
in the first year they scare you to death, in 
the second year they work you to death, and 
in the ·third year they bore you to death. The 
commonality is death, and for some lawyers, 
the stress, negative habits, and terrible 
addictions picked up-during law school, do 
result in death. 
So what does an incoming law student, 
or a continuing law student, or even a lawyer 
do with this information? Immediately you 
will argue its validity or deny its relevance 
in your personal life. Lawyers, and future 
lawyers alike, don't like to be told what to do. 
As a \\:'hole, lawyers are not the most eager 
to admit they have chinks in their armor. And 
there is a good chance that the statistics may 
be fl.awed and that this writer is reading too 
much into a non-issue. But what is the harm 
in raisi~g awareness about our educational 
process and future profession? What harm 
could come from being aware that those 
who enter the profession are predisposed 
to depression? What harm comes from , 
knowledge? Law school stress can have 
debilitating effects on your brain and set 
in motion a professional career marked by 
depression, substance abuse, panic attacks, and 
suicide. The intent of this column is to make. 
August2014 
students and lawyers aware of the waters 
you are ·navigating, the personal obstacles 
you may encounter and the dangers related 
to your educational choice and ultimate 
career field. The stress is real, for some it 
is crippling, and the law s~hool experience 
· only exacerbates these issues. 
My advice for those entering this year or 
continuing their law school pursuits is to 
keep perspective. Keep perspective on your 
own personal health. ~ere are endless 
studies that logically suggest that exercise, 
sleep, and good nutrition are tantamount 
to a happy life. I will not belabor this well-
established point any further; make sure you 
. sleep, eat, and run. The lesson of perspective 
can be applied to other facets of law school. 
Keep perspective on where you are; you're 
in the top 1 % in terms of educational 
opportunity in the world. There is nothing 
you cannot do. At risk of injecting the career 
center cliche, the opportunities and options 
available for a person with a law degree are 
truly endless. Keep in mind the incredible 
opportunities you can make for yourself in· 
this life. Keep perspective on grades; a B 
or a Cina, law school course is not the.end 
of the world. In fact, I would argue that the 
people who take some bumps in the road, 
tend to do pretty well in the long run. And, 
spoiler alert, even those kids with straight-As 
will lose at some point in their lives; whether 
it's a case, or a boyfriend, or their hair. 
Everyone loses sometime. 
Great lessons can be gleamed from loses. 
Never underestimate the importance of a 
lesson in humility in the face of defeat. Keep 
perspective on people. We all enter the legal 
profession to aid others to some degree. 
Whether or not your brand of coffee is 
liberal, the words of Supreme Court Justice 
Sonia Sotomayor should resonate with all 
aspiring lawyers; "the greatest value of what 
you do (as lawyers) is help people with their 
problems." Helping people is at the core 
of the legal profession. Whether you are 
helping a corporation, an interest group, a 
geographic region, or an individual person, 
serving others is central to being a lawyer. 
Keep perspective on competition. Don't be a 
jerk. The competitive nature of law school is 
never worth it, your classmates Will be your 
friends, your support group, your source of 
referrals, and, in some cases, your spouses. 
In all likelihood you will meet some of 
your closest friends during law school. This 
built-in support group may be your only 
support group (newsflash the general public 
doesn't like lawyers). So keep in mind 
when your competitive juices are getting 
the better of you. Keep perspective on how 
important these people will be in your life 
long-term, and how un-important certain law 
school exams will be in your life. (See the 
Rule Against Perpetuities). Treat everyone 
with respect, make friends, and don't bum 
bridges. Finally keep perspective on who 
you are; law school will plant a seed of self-
doubt and Jhe subsequent legal profession 
will pour truckloads of fertilizer on that seed. 
At times i.t will grow like a weed and ravage 
your self-confide_nce. At other times, it will 
disappear completely as your self-confidence 
reaches Mick Jagger levels. Try to remain 
stable, remember the person you were when 
you entered law school (for better or worse)~ 
and act as if your grandmother was watching 
your ~very move. No showboating and no 
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Be~!,!l~~£~es of San-Diego 
Allow me to personally welcome you to the University of San Diego School of Law, located in the beautiful city of sunny San Diego, California. For 
many of you, San Diego is not your hometown, and one of the things you might be thinking is, "Gosh. I just don't lmow what to do with all of the 
free time I lmow I will have when I am not studying." Fret not fellow student and future colleague; I have your guide to the very best beaches ~an 
Diego has to offer. But let's be honest, when one thinks "San Diego," the first thing that comes to mind is likely sun and sand. 
Ocean Beach 
If you're.needing a place to walk your dog and you want a great ocean view, Ocean Beach is the place to go as it has a has a nice little dog park 
right on the sand. Fido can frolic in the sand or in the water while you take in the sea breeze. Speaking of great ocean views, Ocean Beach is also 
home to the famous Sunset Cliffs. Need a place to just stare at the sunset and ponder your decision of attending law school? Sunset Cliffs has you 
covered. And if you are the more active type, Ocean Beach hosts many intramural soccer and softball leagues at nearby Robb Fields park as well 
as beach volleyball courts on the north side of the beach. The famous OB Pier is pictured above. · 
Mission Beach 
Moving north, Mission Beach features rock jetties that line the divide between it and Ocean Beach. It makes for a nice view and the rocks are fun 
to climb on, just be careful of slipping. The south end of Mission Beach is home to another set of beach volleyball courts. Fun fact: Those courts 
were home to my small section during IL year. We blew off Legal Wr1ting & Research steam with many games of beach volleyball, street rules. 
But I digress. ~ission Beach is also home to Mission Bay where you can rent both paddleboards '.1nd kayaks to chill out on the calm waters. 
Pacific Beach 
Going north along Mission Beach brings you to Pacific Beach,. If you are not already acquainted with Pacific Beach, I am sure you will be well 
acquainted with it by the end of your IL year. Many Bar Reviews are held here because it is home to many· cost-effective bars. PB is. also home 
_to some decent food though. PB Fish Shop is a tasty joint that specializes in all things fish. They serve a mean fish taco, but their onion rings are 
also glorious. Trust me. They are REALLY good. If you are feeling more adventurous, PB also has World of Curry. World of Curry can satiate 
,,_ -- any curry craving a la any colintry that has curry in their diet, and I mean any country. 
-.,. 
La Jolla 
North of PB, we enter La Jolla. For the most part, La Jolla is a pretty quiet suburb, one that I do not frequent often, but it is a very beautiful area. 
If you're interested in homes and architecture, a drive through La Jolla should be right up your alley. More than homes, you can go rent some 
kayaks and tour through La Jolla's caves. La Jolla is also home to the famous Black's Beach, the popular nude beach in San Diego. If that's your 
thing, go check it out. If that is not your thing, maybe check out Gliderport instead. Gliderport is a cliff by UCSD used to launch para-gliQ.ers in 
. all their majestic, multi-colored glory. 
. Torrey Pines 
At the top of San Diego proper is Torrey Pines State Reserve. This swanky area has a golf course, hiking trails that lead to the beach, and Torrey 
Pines Beach itself. Need to put in a few rounds of golf? Hiking through nature at a leisurely pace more your thing? Need a more remote place to 
enjoy the ocean? Torrey Pines has you covered. A point of caution though, you can walk to Black's Beach from Torrey Pines if you just go south 
· along the beach. Just lmow what you're getting yourself into if you decide to traverse that general way. 
Coronado 
The last notable beach is an island off of DowntoWn San Diego. Jn order to get to Coronado, you can either drive over the bridge· (pictured 
above) or take a ferry from downtown. Fun fact: the Coronado Bridge is built so that the pieces of the bndge can float in water, just in case. Like 
La Jolla, Coronado Island is home to multi-million dollar real estate. If looking at huge, beautiful homes give·s you pleasure, driving through 
Coronado is what you want to be doing. Coronado is also just plain beautiful. I recommend renting some bicycles and touring the island that way. 
It shouldn't take more then 2 hours· to circle the circumference of the island and it easier by far to stop at the shops if you do not need a parking 
space. Going to Coronado manages to feel like you're getting away. So if you need a study break, try an island adventure at Coronado. 
There is of course so much more in San Diego than what I just wrote about. There are tons of hiking trails, intermural sports leagues, hipster 
coffee shops,, awesome food, and an active nightlife. San Diego really has as many strokes as there are different types of folks. I encourage you to 
take some time, especially on the weekends, to go explore the city and the surrounding areas. Ask a couple of your section mates along and go try 
something new. San Diego is a great place to live and since you're going to be here for the next three years, you might as well enjoy it fully. 
- *** . 
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3L.Advic.e Continued ... 
insight and solutions to complex problems in 
a completely different subject area, even those 
that are seemingly unrelated. So don't skip the 
boring stuff, it will eventually come in handy. 
Looking at the big picture of the study of law, 
it is easy to see beauty in the grandness of 
such an endeavor as the study and practice of 
law. The actual study of law can be anything 
but beautiful. You' 11 find it difficult, if not 
impossible, to look in wonder at the mountains 
of reading, the late nights at the library, or the 
stressful times when you re-read a passage for · 
the fourth time and still understand nothing. 
That is why it has been so important to take a 
deep breath, still the panic in your heart and the 
bile in your throat, and laugh at how stupid it 
makes you feel. Take a step back and think of 
how amazing it is that you chose to attend law . 
school, that you willingly choose so difficult a 
task. Remember no matter how difficult it gets 
that you chose to. step into the arena, that it can 
beat you up again and again and yet you cannot 
be defeated if only you continue to rise and 
say, "let's .have another go." That is nothing if 
not the triumph of the human spirit. 
First year is difficult but fun. You'll 
make new friendships~ some of which may last 
a lifetime. These bonds are tighter than you 
might imagine, a camaraderie that only exists _ 
among those who toil and sweat together in 
the face of a fierce adversary~ And I promise 
you it may seem hard at first but it gets easier. 
Eventually you ' ll look back and realize you · 
suddenly understand and the readings make 
sense. It may happen in a month, it may 
happen in a year, but I promise it will happen. 
A~er that, it is no longer so excruciating, albeit 
a bit mind numbing at times. Get comfortable 
feeling kind of like an idiot at times. For most 
of us, we were the best and the brightest of 
our colleges, of our friends, of our families. 
That's why we went to law school. So some 
take it hard that even the most inte1ligent 
among us don't get it right away. Think of it 
this way, if you already got it there would be 
no need to spend three years learning it: So 
be comfortable feeling stupid and remember 
. everyone else is struggling just as much as 
you. And never forget to take the time to have 
fun; dance with abandon, sing out loud, swim 
in the ocean, watch cat videos on YouTube, do 
whatever it is that makes you feel like a normal 
human being. 
My last and final advice is to be open 
to any future career. My career goals have 
changes four times over the course of law . . 
school, ahd it has be.en the same for many of 
my peers. I only realized what I wanted by 
· trying internships and courses in a wide variety 
of areas. At times it felt like trial arid error, but 
with each experience I saw my natural talents 
more clearly. I found what I liked and disliked, 
and I found something I was passionate about, 
that gives me purpose and that I desperately 
want to devote the rest of my life to. I couldn't 
have found such a drive had I not been willing 
to set aside my previous goals and leap into 
uncertainty: So follow your heart, even if it 
leads into the wilderness. It's far better to be 
lost and searching for a year than to spend a 
lifetime settling for what's safe and secure. 
And rememb~r that whatever the future brings, 
even if it is not the practice of law, the things 
you learn will guide you, give you the abihty 
to comprehend and solve complex problems, 
and allow you to articulate those solutions ·in 
a thoughtful manner. Simply put, if you let it 
your learning will make you a better person. 
So having read this, I encourage you to forget 
it all. Don't listen to advice that works for me, 
write adv~ce that works for you. Go boldly 
into the unknown. Make mistak~s. Learn . 
about wonderful and incredible things. And 
above all, take the law seriously but never, 











March 21-April 20 
Constitution_al law is not your friend this year but will 
make more sense when Mars is no longer in your 3rd 
quadrant. 
Taurus 
April 21 - May 20 
This Fall is your semester to win intramural softball. You 
will hit several homeruns in epic fashi_on but persist in 




· May 21 - June 20 
Avoid blueberries for the foreseeable future. They are 
instruments of Hephaestus, greek god of weavers, who is 
upset you chose t~ go to law school instead of joining that 
weaving commune in Ocean Beach. 
Cancer 
June 21 - July 22 
Bar classes are your friend this year. You should take all 
of the bar classes. Unless you are a lL, in which case, you 
are doomed. 
Leo 
July 23 - Aug 22 
This shaU be a month_ of new ana excifuig adventures for 
you. Make as many new friends as possible but be leery 
of undergrads (they will steal your parking spaces). 
Virgo 
August 23 - September 22 
·-.- · You wll.l feel much older upon celebrating your birthday 
this year but fret not, this effect is only temporary. Bar 





September 23 - October 22 
You should play beach volleyball regularly and generally 
soak up as much sun as physically possible. But beware of 
green upholstery, it cannot be trusted. . . 
Scorpio 
October 23 ;.. November 22 
Your one true love this year.Jt might be a human being 
but it also mightbe chocolate. Hard to say with t~e clouds 
inundating Venus at the moment. 
Sagittarius . 
November 23 - December 21 
Stocking up on pro bono hours would. be wise this year. 
You simply never know when you might need a li_ttle extra 
good k_arma. 
Capricorn 
December 22 - January 19 
Be sure to read every edition of Motion~ this year or risk 
a plague for three generations. · 
Aquarius 
January 20 ·- February 19 
A family fued that you were not aware you were 
involved hi will resolve itself peacefully in October. 
Congratulations. 
Pisces 
February 20 - March 20 
A long lost friend will seek you out in the comin:g months 
to reconnect. They may hold the key to exam success so 
be open to their thoughts. 
I 
